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Volunteers honor
MLK's vision

JEREMY FOSTER

By Dana* King
Reporter

PHOTOS PROVIDED BV FOSTER F4MIIY

University sophomore lives on in memories of family, friends
By Hannah Sparling
Senior Reporter

old University sophomore, there is
one memory that sticks out from
the rest. It was parents' night for the
football team during Jeremy's senior
year of high school. As Foster and her
son walked across the field, just as
the photographer snapped a picture,
Jeremy leaned over and kissed his
mom on the cheek.
"The lother) moms were so jealous, because Jeremy was that way,"
said Foster, 45. "He had no problems
expressing that, by hugging me, by

For Diane Foster, there are more
stories and memories about her
son than time to share them. Like
the time Jeremy, as a kindergartner,
punched a fifth grader in the eye
for making fun of his stutter. Or the
way he used to pop out from behind
corners to scare her. Or how he used
to dance with her at weddings.
But for the mother of the 21-year-

kissing me, by saying '1 love you' in
front of everybody. He didn't care; he
was just a loving kind of guy."
Jeremy died Dec. 26, 2010, of an
unknown cause.
On Christmas Day, Foster, Jeremy
and his brother, Ben. were at Foster's
home in Bowling Green. They
watched movies, played Yahtzee and
had a "kick butt" dinner. Then, at

For many students, staff and faculty
at the University, yesterday's Martin
Luther King Ir. Day meant having "a
day on, not a day off."
The Office of Service Learning
and the student organization Civic
Action Now coordinated what they
called the MLK Challenge Day. This
is the University's fourth annual day
of service on Martin Luther King Jr.
Day, said Mari Knuth-Bouracee, who
worksattheOfficeofServiceD'aming
and was one of the coordinating staff
members for the event.
"As an office and 1 think as a
University, we believe in the vision
that Dr. King had and the legacy
that he left for us," Knuth-Bouracee
said. "So we serve today to honor Dr.
King, and we hope that this is only
a jumping off point, a starting point,
for the service to come for the people
involved today."
Volunteers registered for the
event through OrgSync and then
were placed with an event based

on their skills.
"So each volunteer identified what
skill they could contribute ... and so
we matched that based on the need
for the project," Knuth-Bouracee said.
Once the volunteers arrived in the
Union Ballroom Monday morning,
they checked in, received their group
numbers and signed a liability waiver, Knuth-Bouracee said. Next, the
volunteers went into the Ballroom
for breakfast and to meet the other
members of their group.
"We had an opening ceremony at
10 a.m. where we got to learn a little
bit about MLK Day, why we celebrate,
why it's a day on, not a day off," she

MLK DAY BY THE
NUMBERS:
49 sponsors
31 locations
59 projects
Approximately 450 volunteers
3.150 service hours logged

See MLK | Page 2

See FOSTER | Page 2
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never regained consciousness. also both loved rock music thai would do anything in the
He was pronounced dead at Their last concert together world for you."
1 or his family, one of the
was in August when they
From Page 1
9:24 a.m.
At his funeral, leremy's fam- saw Aerosmith in Detroit. But most haunting aspects of
about li p.m.. Poster went ily gol a chance to see just how more than sharing Interests, Jeremy's death is that they
to bed; Jeremy and Ben went many friends he had. I lis dad. Schling loved just spending don't yet know the cause.
"He seemed fine." Diane
10 leremy's house to spend lerry Foster, 45, who lives in time with Jeremy.
"We just liked each other for Foster said. "He had a little bit
Virginia, said he was amazed
the night.
At 2:30 a.m., I osier's phone by the number of people with who we were," he said. "That of a cold, but nothing that it
rang. It was Ben. She called stories about Jeremy. And was our big thing, you know. would be like pneumonia or
him back, but he didn't each story, he said, shared When 1 was hanging out with anything like that."
"Whateverit is, he'sstillgone.
answer, so she caDed Jeremy. a common theme: Jeremy's Jeremy, I didn't have to be
Ken's call must have been kindness and willingness to anybody else. I felt completely Nothing is going to bring him
hack. But I still want to know
comfortable with who I was."
a mistake, because leremy help others.
Schling still isn't used to how my son died."
"As a parent, I learned that
answered and everything was
all unlit, lie had to work at I only knew just a fraction of Jeremy's absence. The two
She'scomforledbyknowing
lo a in. at Prickers that morn- his life," Jerry said. "There were supposed to have a Jeremy was an organ donor.
ing, so he asked his mom to were so many people that nutrition class together Ihis She looks forward to learning
semester, and Schling some what pieces of leremy were
(nine ovei al 8:30 and bring he touched.
Most of Jerry's earliest times still expects his friend to used lo help others.
some eggs for breakfast she
said, line, no problem, and memories of his son involve walk through the door. He'll
"I'm very sad my son is g(me,"
sports I le remembers Jeremy also pull out his phone when she said, "but there is going to
thej hungup.
When I I.ilked lo leremy. fishingat his grandma'shouse he sees something he knows lie so much of him that lives
it was 2:46 in the morning." or bundled up in the back of Jeremy would like (such as on through somebody else ...
Foster Said and he was fine. the car on Ihe way to wres- ihe Tupac Shakur documen- It s a new beginning."
For those who knew him,
tary he watched the other
Nothing appeared wrong, tling tournaments.
No slurred speech, he didn't
You can l talk about leremy day) before realizing there is there are reminders of Jeremy
everywhere. Foster still wears
sound disoriented. 1 mean, a without talking about athlet- no one to (all.
"I'll miss him every day for his gray University sweatshirt
ics," he said. The good Lord
simple conversation."
At B:15 in ihe morning, blessed that boy with a body." Ihe rest of my life," Schling She keeps his University ID
"I le always had a joke to tell," said. "You know, when you and his driver's license as
Foster sent leremy a lexl to
wake him. She had called he said. "Sometimes they lose a best friend of 16 years. well, and she spends a lot
already, but he didn't pick were good and sometimes its not something you can of time with Jeremy's dog,
Clarice (named after Clarice
tip. He didn't respond lo the they were, 'Dude, I wouldn't just accept."
played by Jodie Foster —
"You're pulling a 21-yeartext either, but Foster thought tell that one again."'
Junior Nick Settling met old kid down to rest forever ... from the movie "Ihe Silence
nothing of it. figuring he was
leremy on his first day of kin- When your grandma passes of ihe Lambs"), foster thinks
just in ihe shower.
When she arrived ,il deiganen when they were away, she's older, it's more about when Clarice was still
leremy's house, she found both 5 years old.
understood. But to bury my a puppy and leremy would
him still asleep. She tried to
"He always told me he best friend... 1 still can't really walk through campus with
wake him but couldn't, lie walked in and he saw me in put words on how it makes her in his arms, using her to
talk lo girls.
was lying on his stomach, my cowboy boots," Schling me feel."
and she noticed bis hand said. "I le was like. 'Who's that
More than anything, Foster
Alter Jeremy's death.
looked ashen.
Schling got a tattoo on his will miss the day-to-day viskid in the cowboy boots?'"
"Bui we ended up silling left shoulder. II says "J-Fost" its with leremy. lie used to
That's when foster started
to panic She screamed for next to each olher and. I with the date "12.26.2010" come over to her house four
lien to come help hei roll don't know, we had a lot in written below.
or five limes a week and they
leremy over and called 9-1-1. common. We just got along
"He always had my back would order food and watch
when he was alive and that's football or jusl sil around and
right away."
Then she started CPU
Al thai point. I knew that it
Schling
and
leremy why 1 gol that tatloo, because talk. She'll miss him walkwas inn late," she said, "hut as remained best friends for ihe now he's on my back forever," ing through the door unana mom. I'm gonna do what I next 16 years. They played Schling said. "You know, we nounced, asking. "What's for
need to do."
together on numerous sports had our ups and downs like dinner?" and saying, "Oh. by
Paramedics look leremy to teams, all the way from flag any friendship ... |but| if you ihe way, I've got laundry."
the hospital where they ion football in the third grade to were lucky enough to be close
tinned lo work on him, but he high school football. They to leremy, you had a friend

DJ MANNY
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MLK
From
said. "We heard from the mayor
and President Cartwrighl. and
then the groups had time to
either plan their projects or
travel to their siles, and from
there they had aboul five to
five and a half hours to work on

their service project"
The volunteers wercinw)lved
in projects at service sites in
Wood and Lucas counties. The
(ifflce of Service I .earning did
a broad outreach lo all the
local community partners
and local non profits and
gave them information aboul
the day, Knuth-Boiiraccc
said. Volunteers went to 31
different locations, including
Ihe Victory Center, All About
the Kids Learning Center.
Heritage Corner Health Care
Campus, ihe Jordan lamily
Development Center and
the Northwest Community

Corrections Center.

Another group of volunteers took a shuttle to 1 leritage
Camel Health Care Campus
located on Klotz Road and
helped put together information to mail out The volunteers
worked on their own at first,
but after lunch, the residents of
Heritage Comer joined them,
said New Programs Director
Debbie llatfield.
"This is like a huge help to us,"
llatfield said. "This part isn't
very challenging, but when the
clients get in here, that will be
the challenge."
Volunteers could also be
found al the lordan Family
Development Center, a
Head Start Preschool on
North College Drive, where
they got creative with decorations for the walls.
Sophomore volunteer Travis
Lohsc explained how the patents of the children who attend
the Head-Start Preschool
wrote out goals for their children at the beginning of Ihe
year. On Monday. Lohsc and
his Delta Sigma Pi fraternity
brothers, who also parlicipai
ed in the MLK Day. put the
goals onto cloth frames and
decorated them for the children to see. The frames will he
hung up in the center all year
long for Ihe children.

"In the ()S1.. we really believe
in meeting our community's
needs," she said, "So all of our
projects, all of our community
partners, were self-identified.
So I hey had a need I hat needed
to be filled and they reached
out to us to make that a pn >jcct
Sue Krassow, the office
for ihe day."
Sophomore
Kaneesha assistant at the Jordan lamily
Douglas was placed at I he Development Center, said
Victory Center, an education this was the second year the
and support center for cancer center had hosted the volunpatients in Toledo and came teers on MLK Day and they
out for the challenge for the "enjoy having them."
second time. She said she
fwo groups of volunthinks she will even do it again teers were also shuttled to
next year.
the Northwest Community
"To me. it's aboul giving back Corrections Center on East
to the community, but also (iypsy Dine Road to help out.
helping oth.Ts who are less
Freshman Jasmine Jennings
fortunate," Douglas said
was a par! of the group that
There were two groups of interacted with the residents of
volunteers at All About the Kids the center.
learning Center on Ordway
"We're talking to the resiAvenue. ()ne group touched up dents about Martin Luther
the paint in a playroom the King Day and what it means
other group shoveled snow lo have a dream." Jennings
from the playground and said "We're incorporating
everybody's thoughts, so ...
repaired bikes.
Dr. Dafina Lazarus Stewart, I explained some things he
an associate professor in the spoke aboul. But also, I sort of
Find A Place To Call Home
higher education and student changed it up a little bit, askwww.preferredpropertiesco.com
affairs department al the ing them what does it mean
University, was apart of the for them to have a dream."
mmm
MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
group thai shoveled snow and
In addition to talking to Ihe
en House Manoi
Fo* Run Apis
repaired bikes.
residents about the day, the
Piedmont Apts.
Stewart said she volunteered volunteers also judged an
Birchwood i&mai psi wwndi
Monday because she thinks essay contest the residents
1 Bedroom & Efliciency Houses
Management Inc.
"service is important and it's participated in. Lath volunnecessaryloactuallyfulfillparl teer was assigned a group of
OFFICE HOURS
of Dr. King's legacy ... Doing residents and they sat with
Mon-Frl: 8-4 30
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402
community uplift through them and read their essays.
SMS Maple SI
acts of service is one way to gel Jennings said.
419-352-9378
his goal accomplished."
"I am enjoying myself. Well,
my group, they're quite funny;
they are very funny," Jennings
said. "And, you know, I'm
learning some things aboul
them, well, jusl about people in
general, but about them. They
made it real down to earth. I
could be myself. I didn't have
to be, you know, the college student. I could just be Jasmine."
After ihe volunteers were
Coverage you can count on
done at the sites, they came
Aetna Student Health, a leader in student health, offers the Bowling Green State University sponsored student
back to campus for closing ceremony, reflection and dinner,
health insurance plan. These are some of the advantages you will receive:
Knulh-Houracee said.
The closing ceremony was
■
Coverage anywhere - at school, home or traveling and through the summer
held in the Union Ballroom
and involved a performance
■
Easy payment - included in your tuition billing
of service-related skits by the
■
Access to the travel assistance services including emergency assistance - available 24/7.
I Iumanities Troup.
The evenl would not have
■
Access to Aetna's nationwide network of health care professionals
been possible without its many
sponsors.
■
Optional dental insurance - a plan that makes it easy to keep your smile.
"We don't have an operating budget for Ihis event, so
everything is fundraised and
Deadline to enroll or waive: January 24, 2011
everything is donated. And it's
about a $9,000 event," KnuthTo learn more go to www.aetnastudenthealth.com/schools/bgsu/ or call
Bouracee said.
To gel sponsors, the Office of
Aetna Student Health at (877) 373-0737. You can also contact the
Service Learning reached out
Insurance Office at the Health Center at (419) 372-7495.
to the community using e-mail,
hard copy mailings and cold
The Bowling Green State University Student Health Insurance Plan Is underwritten by Aetna Life Insurance Company (AUC) and administered by Chickering Claims Administrators, Inc.
calls. Sponsors of the event
Aetna Studert Head's the bratxlriame la pro^
Discount programs provide access to discounted pneesandare
donated money, food, supplies
NOT insured benefits. The member s responsitte tor the ful cost of the cfcoountedseivices.&scoiitpirjc/amsa^
and their lime.
and rot employees or agents of Aetna. Prowlers are independent coniraclors and are rict agents of Aeha Student Hea^
Knuth-Bouracee said she
provide care or guarantee access to health services. This inatenalisfainfwrnatoionlyandisnotanoflerwinvitatiw
heard a lot of good feedback,
maxrruns.ftityfcrmsissijedrOKndude: GR-96134.
and volunteers told her they
15.12.310.1 A
©2010/tetnalnc.
had a great time at their site.
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Another group of volunteers took a shuttle to Heritage
Corner Health Care Campus
From Page 1
located on Klotz Road and
said. "We heard from the mayor helped put together informaand President Cartwright. and tion to mail out. The volunteers
then the groups had time to worked on their own at first,
either plan their projects or but after lunch, the residents of
travel to their sites, and from Heritage Corner joined them,
there they had about five to said New Programs Director
five and a half hours to work on Debbie I latfield.
"This is like a huge help to us,"
their service project."
Thevolunteerswereinvorved I latfield said. "This part isn't
in projects at service sites in very challenging hut when the
Wood and Lucas counties. The clients get in here, that will be
Office of Service learning did the challenge."
Volunteers could also be
a broad outreach to all the
local community partners found at the lordan Family
and local non-profits and Development Center, a
gave them information about Head-Start Pre-school on
the day, Knuth-Bouracee North College Drive, where
said. Volunteers went to 31 they got creative with decodifferent locations, including rations for the walls.
Sophomore volunteer Travis
The Victory Center, All About
the Kids I raining Center, LOOM explained how the parHeritage Comet Health Care ents of the children who attend
Campus, the Jordan Family the 1 lead-Start Pre-school
Development Center and wrote out goals for their chilthe Northwest Community dren at the beginning of the
year. On Monday, Iohse and
Corrections Center.
"In the OSL, we really believe his Delta Sigma 11 fraternity
in meeting our community's brothers, who also participatneeds," she said, "So all of our ed in the MI.K Day, put the
projects, all of our community goals onto cloth frames and
partners, were self-identified. decorated them for the chilSo they had a need that needed dren to see. The frames will be
to be filled and they reached hung up in the center all year
out to us to make that a project long for the children.
Sue Krassow, the office
for the day."
Sophomore
Kaneesha assistant at the lordan Family
Douglas was placed at The Development Center, said
Victory Center, an education this was the second year the
and support center for cancer center had hosted the volunpatients in Toledo and came teers on MLK Day and they
out for the challenge for the "enjoy having them."
Two groups of volunsecond time. She said she
thinks she will even do it again teers were also shuttled to
the Northwest Community
next year.
"To me, it's about giving back Corrections Center on East
to the community, but also Gypsy Lane Koad to help out.
Freshman lasmine Jennings
helping others who are less
was a part of the group that
fortunate," Douglas said.
There were two groups of interacted with the residentsof
volunteers at All About the Kids the center.
"We're talking to the resiLearning Gutter on Ordway
Avenue. One group touched up dents about Martin I-uther
the paint in a playroom, the King Day and what it means
other group shoveled snow to have a dream," Jennings
from the playground and said. "We're incorporating
Visit us on our Website for our
everybody's thoughts, so ...
repaired bikes.
Dr. Dafina I -i/.n iis Stewart, I explained some things he
H
■' '.'ill *":•• .•-', If
IMS! WMlti'Sl
an associate professor in the spoke about. But also, I sort of
Find A Place To Call Home
higher education and student changed it up a little bit, askwwwprelerredproperllesco.com
*'■"- **lfl
affairs department at the ing them what does it mean
University, was apart of the for them to have a dream."
»oi "in
MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
216 S M«rttrR(
In addition to talking to the
group that shoveled snow and
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis
repaired bikes.
residents about the day, the
Piedmont Apts
Stewart said she volunteered volunteers also judged an
Birchwood isma" per auo*«d)
Monday because she thinks essay contest the residents
i Bedroom & Efficiency Houses
Management Inc.
"service is important and it's participated in. Each volunHI A Ktal it
necessarytoactuallyfulfillpiirt teer was assigned a group of
OFFICE HOURS
K tkAA .
of Dr. King's legacy ... Doing residents and they sat with
a
Mon-Frt:H30
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402
community uplift through them and read their essays,
Now Henllng fUOSMapKSt
2011-2012
acts of service is one way to get lenningssaid.
£
419-352-9378
lin"»»x!
-4
School Year
419.353.5800
"I am enjoying myself. Well,
his goal accomplished."
my group, they're quite funny;
they are very funny," Jennings
said. "And, you know, I'm
learning some things about
them, well, just about people in
general, but about them. They
made it real down to earth. I
could be myself. I didn't have
to be, you know, the college student, I could just be Jasmine."
After the volunteers were
Coverage you can count on
done at the sites, they came
Aetna Student Health, a leader in student health, offers the Bowling Green State University sponsored student
back to campus for closing ceremony, reflection and dinner,
health insurance plan. These are some of the advantages you will receive:
Knuth-Bouracee said.
The closing ceremony was
■
Coverage anywhere - at school, home or traveling and through the summer
held in the Union Ballroom
and involved a performance
■
Easy payment - included in your tuition billing
of service-related skits by the
■
Access to the travel assistance services including emergency assistance - available 24/7.
Humanities Troup.
The event would not have
■
Access to Aetna's nationwide network of health care professionals
been possible without its many
sponsors.
■
Optional dental insurance - a plan that makes it easy to keep your smile.
"We don't have an operating budget for this event, so
everything is fundraised and
Deadline to enroll or waive: January 24, 2011
everything is donated And it's
about a $9,000 event" KnuthTo learn more go to www.aetnastudenthealth.com/schools/bgsu/ or call
Bouracee said
To get sponsors, the Office of
Aetna Student Hearth at (877) 373-0737. You can also contact the
Service Learning reached out
Insurance Office at the Health Center at (419) 372-7495.
to the community using e-maiL
hard copy mailings and cold
The Bowling Green State University Student Health Insurance Plan is underwritten by Aetna Ufe Insurance Company (ALIC) and administered by Chickering Claims Administrators. Inc.
calls. Sponsors of the event
Aetna Student Health"' 6 the brand name for products and seivces provided oy fese companies and their appka* afiated '-omparnes. Discount programs provide access to discounted press and are
donated money, food supplies
NOT nsured benefits. The member is responsible for the ful cost of the discounted servces Discount programs and travel assistance services may oe oflered By vend!
: •. ndent contractors
and their time.
and nol employees or agents of Aetna Provrters are ndeps
K
' ^ and are ro'agerts of Aetna StuteniHea* Pro\*rrjarMpato
Knuth-Bouracee said she
provide cam or guarantee access to health services Ths material is 'or information only and is not an offer or nvitatwi to contract. Health insurance pta
heard a lot of good feedback,
mawnums. Policy forms issued in OK indude GR-96134.
and volunteers told her they
.
,
Aedalnc
'5'2.3101 A
had a great time at their site.

FOSTER

never regained consciousness. also both loved rock music.
He was pronounced dead at Their last concert together
was in August when they
9:24 a.m.
From Page 1
At his funeral, Jeremy's fam- saw Aerosmith in Detroit. But
about 11 p.m.. Foster went ily got a chance to see just how more than sharing interests,
to bed; Jeremy and Ben went many friends he had. His dad, Schling loved just spending
to Jeremy's house to spend Jerry Foster. 45, who lives in time with Jeremy.
"We just liked each other for
Virginia, said he was amazed
the night.
At 2:30 a.m.. Foster's phone by the number of people with who we were," he said. "That
rang. It was Ben. She called stories about Jeremy. And was our big thing, you know.
him back, but he didn't each story, he said, shared When 1 was hanging out with
a common theme: Jeremy's Jeremy, I didn't have to be
answer, so she called leremy.
Ben's call must have been kindness and willingness to anybody else. I felt completely
comfortable with who I was."
a mistake, because Jeremy help others.
Schling still isn't used to
"As a parent, 1 learned that
answered and everything was
all right. He had to work at I only knew just a fraction of Jeremy's absence. The two
10 a.m. at Prickers that morn- his life," lerry said. "There were supposed to have a
ing, so he asked his mom to were so many people that nutrition class together this
semester, and Schling somecome over at 8:30 and bring he touched."
Most of Jerry's earliest times still expects his friend to
some eggs for breakfast. She
Bald, fine, DO problem, and memories of his son involve walk through the door. He'll
sports. He remembers Jeremy also pull out his phone when
they hung up.
When 1 talked to Jeremy, fishing at his grandma's house he sees something he knows
it was 2:46 in the morning," or bundled up in the back of Jeremy would like (such as
Foster said, "and he was fine. the car on the way to wres- tlx' Tupac Shakur documentary he watched the other
Nothing appeared wrong. tling tournaments.
"You can't talk about leremy day) before realizing there is
No slurred speech, he didn't
sound disoriented, I mean, a without talking about athlet- no one to call.
"I'll miss him every day for
ics," he said. "The good lord
simple conversation.''
At 8:15 in the morning, blessed that boy with a body." the rest of my life," Schling
He always had a joke to tell," said. "You know, when you
Foster sent Jeremy a text to
wake him. She had called he said. "Sometimes they lose a best friend of 16 years,
already, but he didn't pick were good and sometimes it's not something you can
up. He didn't respond to the they were, 'Dude, I wouldn't just accept."
"You're putting a 21-yeartext either, but Foster thought tell that one again.'"
Junior Nick Settling met old kid down to rest forever...
untiling of it, figuring he was
leremy on his first day of kin- When your grandma passes
just in the shower.
When she arrived at dergarten when they were away, she's older, it's more
understood. But to bury my
Jeremy's house, she found both 5 years old.
"He always told me he best friend... I still can't really
him still asleep. She tried to
wake him but couldn't. He walked in and he saw me in put words on how it makes
was lying on his stomach, my cowboy boots," Schling me feel."
After Jeremy's death,
and she noticed his hand said. "I le was like, 'Who's that
Schling got a tattoo on his
kid in the cowboy boots?'"
looked ashen.
"But we ended up sitting left shoulder, it says "I-Fost"
That's when Foster started
to panic. She screamed for next to each other and, I with the date "12.26.2010"
Ben to come help her roll don't know, we had a lot in written below.
"He always had my back
Jeremy over and called 9-1-1. common. We just got along
when he was alive and that's
right away."
Then she started CPR.
Schling and Jeremy why I got that tattoo, because
"At that point. I knew that it
was t(x> late," she said, "hut as remained best friends for the now he's on my back forever,"
a mom, I'm gonna do what 1 next 16 years. They played Schling said. "You know, we
together on numerous sports had our ups and downs like
need to do."
I^ramedics took Jeremy to teams, all the way from flag any friendship ... |but] if you
the hospital where they con- football in the third grade to were lucky enough to be close
tinued to work on him, but hi' high school football. They to Jeremy, you had a friend

"*-■!**
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that would do anything in the
world for you."
For his family, one of the
most haunting aspects of
Jeremy's death is that they
don't yet know the cause.
"He seemed fine," Diane
Foster said. "He had a little bit
of a cold, but nothing that it
would be like pneumonia or
anything like that."
"Whatever it is, he's still gone.
Nothing is going to bring him
back. But I still want to know
how my son died."
She'scomforted by knowing
Jeremy was an organ donor.
She looks forward to learning
what pieces of Jeremy were
used to help others.
"I 'm very sad my son is gone,"
she said, "but there is going to
be so much of him that lives
on through somebody else ...
It's a new beginning."
For those who knew him,
there are reminders of Jeremy
everywhere. Foster still wears
his gray University sweatshirt.
She keeps his University ID
and his driver's license as
well, and she spends a lot
of time with Jeremy's dog,
Clarice (named after Clarice
played by Jodie Foster —
from the movie "the Silence
of the lambs"). Foster thinks
about when Clarice was still
a puppy and Jeremy would
walk through campus with
her in his arms, using her to
talk to girts.
More than anything, Foster
will miss the day-to-day visits with Jeremy. He used to
come over to her house four
or five times a week and they
would order food and watch
football or just sit around and
talk. She'll miss him walking through the door unannounced, asking, "What's for
dinner?" and saying, "Oh. by
the way, I've got laundry."
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COFFEE
Organizing for America, the grassroots organization that supports
President Obama's agenda for change, hosted a food drive at
Grounds for Thought Monday night
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Photos By Lauren PoH | The BG News
LEFT: Roger Shape, organizer and member ol Organizing for America, looks over the days donations Organizing for America volunteers vwnt
door lo door collecting foods for shelters as part of the Wood County MLK Canvas for Food, which began at 11 am

'Am
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BOTTOM LEFT: Service members organize the day's collections Monday evening at Grounds for Thought Coleman Howes (right), a University
graduate in political science, is a community organizer with Organizing for Amenca. He helped spread the word through out the community.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Displayed are some of the weekend's donations Organizers estimated close to 2.000 pounds of non-perishable food items
were collected

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

*290.00/mo.p£o.
The reason
honey is so easy
lo digest is thai
it's already been
digested by
a bee

• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
•24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

•NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2011*
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,
Buff Apts, Ridge Manor

Available for 2011-2012
•
•
•
•

Wt luw Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom \p
in mod cases, lumisiu'tt and unfurnished are ihe same price.
In HUM cues, water, sewer, .mil uash are included,
Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.

JIM ¥.. Wowtcr Strut. Howling tini-n. Oil
Looted Icron From Ibco Hell.
RENTAL 1)1 IK I (419I354-22M
Hours- Mondi) lo Fridq - 8:30 to 5:.MI . Satardq • H:.Ml in SKM
n w w.johiincw li i \ t-rcalt'sliitcctim

Hours:
Mon-Fn 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-lpm

S]S.

in Good Locations!

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OO I PAN* !1!

Also ask about our rental rates at
445E.Woostet
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments

GREENBRIAR, INC.

ii ii
■ !■

;!■■:;:

wwrt.gfwnbndrrentdls.ioin

HEINZSITE

Your Home, Away From Home
1&2 Bedrooms

Education. Action. Wellness.
JANUARY

18 - JANUARY 21

♦ Close to Campus ♦
♦ Free High Speed Internets
♦ Dishwashers ♦
♦ Garbage Disposals ♦
♦ Air Conditioning ♦
♦ Washers/Dryers in 2 Beds ♦

MECCA

410-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.

WIN!

Lower yoor calorie intake by
trying a LOW or NO caloi le
beverage toda>' and register to

nVtKafo u, ro» *r KAU D»~f. Vu*m rU*tMcU« Ctr

Greenbriar, Inc.

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL

(419)352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com
'rmlrii lions appl]

!

dVMMSMM

I

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
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"The [other] moms were so jealous because Jeremy was that way."
- Dian« Foster, mother of Jeremy Foster, on his affection toward his mother [see story, pg. 1].
Tuesday. January 18.2011 4
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If you could create a se.-vice project, what would it be?
"Documenting the

who can't read yet."

Combtiwxj religious
organizations to spread
information about
Jesus and to bmg
groups together'*

AIHEELOGSDON.
Sophomore.
Early Childhood

KATHERINTEKESKV
Junior.
Theatre

CASEY GREENE
Sophomore.
Criminal Justice

"Working with

"A book on tape

Habitat for

project to give to

Humanity"

hospitals (or children

CHRIS MOODY.

Senior.
Business Education

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

cancer treatment"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviewscom

ot every religious extremist means harm

Football regulations ensure that
all have fair job options

Media, secular mantras instill fear of different religious ideologists
By

M.HIKw

D.ivoli
al all limes and sweep away

Columnist

Rooney Rule tries to eliminate racism, not provide special treatment
"All
By K»vin Murphy
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TRIVIA
On October 13.
1919.BG played its
first intercollegiate
football game.
Who was the
opponent?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Resfxmdto Mallww at
tlienews@bgneuis.com
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So ">you \\ acknowledge
"t"Ka1" the. universe was
created by the Big $ar\$?
J~a, ur<d 6-od created
the J3'ig "Ba.r\$.

Toledo
Ohio University
Baldwin-Wallace
University ot Michigan

Respond to Kevin at
tlieiiews@>bgnews.com

DID YOU KNOW?
In the average lifetime, a person
will walk the equivalent of 5
times around the equator.

:l A pl«<« to voice your opinions? The Forum section is
iooteng for mac* people t&« you to writ* eokiftrns and i(H»str«te
far us.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

TOP NEWS STORIES
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with stories from the
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athletics
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus oc the Bowling Green area.
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longer pieces between 400 and
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as space on the Opinion Page
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NATION BRIEFS
Program provides
Alaska whalers
with 'float coats'

Oregon road
washes out, forces
residents to walk

Detroit police look
for man suspected
of raping seven

ANCHOR AGt. Alaska
- Bowhead whale hunters in
Alaska's northern seas have
traditionally worn white as cam
oullatje on the coastal tee. forgoing the use of personal flotation
devices because theyve been
unavailable in white - until now

ZIGZAG. Ore (AP)-Heavy
rain and runoff from melting
snow swelled a river across a road
near Mount Hood, washing it out
and forcing residents to evacuate
on foot.

DEIROIT-Detectives are
searching for a man who they
believe sexually assaulted seven
women since New Year's Day and
tried to attack another. Detroit's
police chief said Monday.

The Oregonian reported a
fire department sent teams
on foot and all terrain vehicles
Monday to reach people in 30
to 40 homes cut off when the
rrver washed out Lolo Pass Road
Sunday night near the town of
Zigzag

The first attack happened
before dawn on Jan. 1. and
the most recent attack happened at ? 40 a.m. Thursday,
hours before volunteers hit the
streets to warn women and to
circulate a sketch of the suspect. Chief Ralph Godbee said
at a news conference.

When the subsistence whaling
season arrives this spring. Alaska
Native hunters from coastal villages will be outfitted with white
"float coats" through a safety
program that made its debut
last year
It s the result of efforts by the
Coast Guard, the Alaska Native
Tribal Health Consortium and a
British Columbia-based company
that makes flotation and extremeclimate protection products

The National Weather
Service says as much as 6 to 10
inches of rain fell in about ?4
hours in the Sandy River drainage while an additional ? inches
of snow melted on the flanks of
Mount Hood

The coats have a nylon shell
and a buoyant foam filling
that offers protection Irom the
Arctic s frigid conditions.

KGW-T V reported the river
appeared to have changed
course when it washed out
the road.

Bowhe.id whales are an essential food source for the region's
Native communities, who view
hunting them as a cornerstone of
their cultural identity.

Houses in the area were also
without power. Most of them are
vacation homes.

"We don t want people to be
gripped by fear We're not going
to let this monster cripple us.'
Godbee said
The suspect is described as
black, in his 50s and about 5 feel
9 inches tall. All of the victims are
black, and they range in age from
17 to 35 years old. the chief said.
All of the attacks happened
about live miles from downtown
Detroit, and in most cases, the
vie titro were waiting for a bus
or walking to or from a bus stop.
Godbee said

Bill Clinton
to campaign
in Chicago for
Emanuel
CHICAGO (AP)-Chicago
mayoral candidate Rahm
Emanuel is getting a high-profile
boost from one of his old bosses,
former President Bill Clinton
Clinton is scheduled to appear
Tuesday at a rally for Emanuel in
Chicago. A former top Clinton
aide. Emanuel is one of six candidates vying to replace the retiring
Mayor Richard Daley
Clintons upcoming visit
stirred controversy last month
when Congressman Danny
Davis, who was then running
for mayor, said Clinton could
jeopardize his relationship with
the black community if he campaigned for Emanuel instead of
a black candidate.
Shortly after that. Davis
dropped out of the mayor's race
and only one major black candidate remains former U.S. Sen.
Carol Moseley Braun.

KNEW

Husband discusses
Giffords progress
in interview

Washington state
bird-watcher sees
his stolen van

TUCSON. Ariz (AP)-Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords' husband
says she's doing so well that
she insisted on giving him a 10
minute neck massage from her
hospital bed.

PORT ANGELES. Wash. (AP)
- While Devan Miller was bird
watching recently on Olympic
Peninsula, he saw bald eagles,
kingfishers, woodpeckers and his
stolen Volkswagen Vanagon

In an interview with ABC s
Diane Sawyer that will air
Tuesday, astronaut Mark Kelly
says the gesture shows that his
wife is improving and that her
spirit and their personal bond
remain strong

Miller told The Peninsula Daily
News the van was so badly damaged he almost didnt recognize
it The top and side panels had
been cut off and the dashboard
ripped apart

Kelly told Sawyer that he
reminded Giffords shes in intensive care and needed her rest
But the act was typical for her to
look out for others
Kelry also said he would be
willing to meet with the parents
of suspect Jared Loughner. who
is accused of trying to assassinate Giffords. The attack
wounded her and 12 others and
killed six

Ctallam County detectives
took fingerprints, but Miller
has little hope of finding whoever took the van from his Port
Angeles driveway in November
The engine and transmission
were intact when he spotted
the van Jan 2 in woods near
the Elwha River Miller was able
to drrve it eight miles to an
auto sales yard, which is giving him credit toward another
Volkswagen

Clinton is a popular draw
on the campaign trail and
was in Chicago before the
November election.

-Ed White (AP)

-Rachel D'Oro(AP)

Kings peace legacy praised after Ariz, shootings

a

MLK's words of nonviolence, tolerance and compassion still ring throughout the United States
By Err in Haiti*!
The Associated Press

ATTANTA — The Rev. Martin
l.uther Kiny, Ir.'s legacy as a
preacher of peace and tolerance was lauded Monday as
Americans marked his memorial day just over a week after
the shootings in Arizona thai
killed (i people and seriously
wounded a congresswmnan.
Attorney General Eric I [older,
speaking at King's former
church in Atlanta, praised him
<is "our nation's greatest drum
major of peace'' and said the
Ian. H bloodshed was a call Iti
recommit to King's values of
nonviolence, tolerance, compassion and justice.
"last week a senseless rampage in Tucson reminded us
that more than 4(1 years alter
Dr. King's own tragic death, our
struggle to eradicate violence
and to promote peace goes on,"
Holder said.
President Barack Olnuii.i,
in Washington, said part of
King's legacy was about ser-

vice and urged Americans to
get out into their communities - a step he suggested
would have special meaning
following the shootings.
"After a painful week where
so many of us were focused on
the tragedy, it's good for us to
remind ourselves of what this
country is all about' he told
reporters as he and first lady
Michelle (lhaina took p.u I in a
painting project at a school on
Capitol I Iill.
National and local politicians joined members of the
King family at l-hcnczer Itaptist
(hutch in Atlanta to mark what
would have been the civil rights
icon's 82nd birthday. Members
of the King family also laid a

on the 25th anniversary of the
federal holiday established to
honor the HKi-1 Nobel Peace
Prize winner.
Rep. John Lewis of Georgia,
who worked with King during the civil rights movement,
issued a renewed call for
Americans to unite in peace
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HILLSDALE

wreath at the tombs of Kingand
his widow, Catena Scott King,

Speedy
Burrrto
A

and love as King preached dur- our children need to see is us
ing his lifetime.
sitting together," VVarnock said.
"If Dr. King could speak to
In Philadelphia, hundreds
us today, he would tell us that it of volunteers including Mayor
does not matter how much we Michael Nutter helped refurdisapprove of another persons •bish computers for needy resipoint of view, there is never a dents as part of the city's "day
teason to deny another human of service" events to mark the
being the respect he or she King holiday.
deserves," U'wis said.
'The computer is your passI he Rev. Raphael VVarnock. port, not only to the future
pastor of Ebenezer, called for but to knowing what's going
members of Congress to show around you," Nutter said. The
solidarity during the State effort was part of the $25 milof the Union Address this lion federally funded Freedom
month. Quoting the Bible and Rings Partnership, which aims
Abraham Lincoln, VVarnock to deliver 5,000 computers over
said, "A house divided against die next few years to people in
itself tannot stand."
the city, where 11 percent of
"Maybe after Arizona what residents lack Internet access.
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"The [other] moms were so jealous because Jeremy was that way."
- Diane Foster, mother of Jeremy Foster, on his affection toward his mother [see story, pg. 1],
Tuesday. January 18.2011 4
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If you could create a service project, what would it be?

"Woitong with

"A book on tape

'_ Combining rel^ious

"Documenting the

Habitat for

project to give to

journey through

Humanity"

hospitals for children
who cant read yet"

organizations to spread
information about
Jesus aref to bring
groups together*

AIHEELOGSDON.
Sophomore,
Early Childhood

KATMERIHTEKESKY
Junior.
Theatre

CASEY GREENE,
Sophomore.
Criminal Justice

CHRIS MOODY.

Senior,
Business Education

Columnist

If you pay attention to sports
and watch liSPN as often as I
do, yon have prohahly heard
somediscussionofthc'Rooney
liule", a rule which requires
all NIT. teams to interview at
least one minority candidate
I'm any vacant head coaching
i >r send ir f11 mt I iffice jobs.
As it generally is with any
rules involving race, it is highly
COM roversial .The Rooney Rule
is gnieiallv pulled out of storage around this time of year

because all the NFL teams thai
Pned their coaches after the
season are working on hiring
new ones.
By coincidence, this usually happens to fall around
Martin Luther King Day
and the beginning of Black
History Month, so we get
roundtahle discussions on
"SportsCenter" about the
rule. However, I would argue
that the Rooney Rule is still
very important and needs to
remain a part of the NFL
To me, the effect of the
rule is pretty clear. When the
Rooney Rule was enacted in
2003, just 6 percent of NFL
head coaches were minorities.
Seven years later, that number
is now 22 percent. As much as
it hits Improved, there is still a
ways to go.
Approximately 65 percent
of NFL players are black,
and there are also significant minorities of Samoans,
Hispanics and various other
ethnic groups. Although the
evidence seems clear, a statistics phrase comes to mind.
Thai is, correlation does not
necessarily imply causation.
In other words, the rise in
minority coaches could be
pure coincidence or due to
unconsidered factors. It is true
that there is no direct evidence

torically successful, and that
would be Randy Shannon of
Miami, who was fired at tlie
end ofthe season. Additionally,
Mike llaywood of Miami
University was hired as the
head coach at Pittsburgh, and
then almost immediately fired
after a domestic abuse case.
Furthermore, there is significant evidence that minority coaches do not get a lot of
slack. < )nly one black coach at
a major program has ever gone
on to coach at another major
program after being fired in
the entire history of major
college football, and that is
former Notre Dame coach
iy Willingham, who many
believe was railroaded out of
South Bend, hid. by alumni
who never wanted him in the
first place.
Finally.oneofthemainarguments people make against it
is that it is some type of affirmative action. Leaving aside
the entire debate of whether or
not affirmative action is a good
thing, the Rooney Rule could
not be farther from it.
What it does is require
teams to interview a minority coach, nowhere in the rule
does it require teams to hire
minority coaches or give them
preference.
Teams are completely free
to choose whoever they like
based on the interviews,
but one minority candidate
must be "in the pool" so to
speak. In the future, we may
not need the Rooney Rule,
but in a society where racism
still exists, even in football,
sometimes we need to use
rules and regulations to combat deeply ingrained, even
subconscious racism so that
everyone gets a fair chance,
regardless of skin color.

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

Media, secular mantras instill fear of different religious ideologists
By Matfww Daroli

at all times and sweep away a sizable grouping of extreme
their path as they walk so as to Wahabi Muslims on the other
not step upon a single bug, etc. side of the street of a small
It is a life lived in paranoia, not community. Would it not benone I would wish on anyone, efit the community to focus
more on the Wahabi extrembut it is not a violent one.
I am not threatened by ist? The correct answer is "yes."
an extremist lains. Nor am It is with that group of extremI threatened by extremist ist that offers the greater threat
Amish Christians. I cannot of violence.
Not only is the equation of
envision one of them going
into a crowd with an AK-47 ideological extremes false and
and firing indiscriminating- dangerous, it simply acts as a
ly while screaming "Jesus is retardant in our conversation.
If we were to get rid of
Great!" can you?
All ideologies arc not cre- the statement and its sentiated equal. Some taken to ment and simply admit that
extremes are far more danger- some ideologies taken to the
ous than others. To continue extreme are more harmful
to ceremoniously state other than others, then we could
wise is to engage in a blind start talking about why that
statement of falsehood that is is. All too often the false stateunbecoming of civilized per- ment acts as a conversation
sons. Not only is it intellectu- stopper, stopping further
ally dishonest, it has an inher- inquiry to the subject.
It would be fitting to actuent danger to it as well.
If we had unlimited ally discuss what it is about
resources, it may be but an some ideologies that they may
annoying aspect of life that lead to violence in the extreme
the sentiment that all ideolo- more than others. I call for the
gies are equally susceptible end of false equivalencies in
to violence is espoused with the name of real conversation.
such frequency. We simply do This will lead to real undernot though, and it would serve standing of the problems we
us well as a society to focus face from violent extremist. It
our energies on extremist that will only be then that we could
start to construct solutions.
truly present a threat.
Imagine, for example, if
there was a sizable grouping
of extreme Amish Christians
Respond to Matiiewat
theneivs@bgnews.com
on one side of the street and

Columnist

Rooney Rule tries to eliminate racism, not provide special treatment
that the Rooney Rule has been
the driving factor in minority head coaching opportunities, in fact, the hiring of Mike
Tomlin by the Pittsburgh
Steelers, often pointed to as
a prime example of why the
Rooney Rule works, has been
said to not be influenced by
the Rooney Rule by Steelers
management.
It would seem they are telling the truth about this, since
they had already interviewed
current Carolina Panthers
head coach Ron Rivera to satisfy the requirement.
liven considering all this
information, I would still argue
that it is important. F.ven the
opportunity to interview, even
if the team is interviewing a
minority candidate solely to
satisfy the requirement, is still
beneficial to the candidate.
By interviewing for a head
coaching job, he puts his name
out in the press as a viable
candidate for a head coaching position down the road. A
great example of this is Leslie
I'razier. a former assistant with
the Minnesota Vikings.
By interviewing for head
coaching positions and even
declining some interviews
as he did with the Seahawks,
he set himself up as the man
waiting in the wings for the
Vikings once they decided to
fire Brad Childress, and he is
now a head coach.
There is a counter to this that
proves the point as well, and
that is college football, which
has no Rooney Rule equivalent. There were a whopping
11 black head coaches in the
Football Bowl Subdivision,
something like 9 percent of
all head coaches. All of them
were hired in 2007 or later, and
only five were at so called "BC5
schools" (i.e. major programs).
Of these five, only one was at
a program that has been his-

Have your own lake on

cancer treatment"

Not every religious extremist means harm

Football regulations ensure that
all have fair job options
By Kivin Murphy

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

fc

"All ideologies have their
violent extremists." This is
a sentiment held in high
esteem in civil discourse. It
is one of those sayings that
is thrown out ad nauseam in
a thoughtless manner by far
too many in the news, debates
and everyday life as a sort of
secular mantra.
Is the statement and the
sentiment that it espouses
deserving of the sort of pseudo-sacramental position people have given it? 1 think not.
First of all, it should be made
clear that it is simply a false
proposition. Not all ideologies
necessarily lead to violence if
taken to the extreme. Take,
for example, a religion called
lainism.
lainism preaches a doctrine of non-violence. If any
religion should be referred to
as a religion of peace, this is it.
Its overriding commandment
is to do no harm. What kind
of extremist come forth from
this religion?
What you can see from
documentaries and the like
done on the lainist extremist
is that they live their lives in
abject servitude to their virtue
of doing no harm. They wear
mesh over their mouths so as
to not kill an insect by breathing it in; they carry a broom

BGSU
TRIVIA

WEAK SAUCE

On October 13,
1919, BG played its
first intercollegiate
football game.
Who was the
opponent?

So you'll acknowledge
that the universe was
created b^ the Big Bang?
J"a, und &06 created
the 813 5anj.

A. Toledo
B. Ohio University
C. Baldwin-Wallace
D. University ot Michigan

Respond to Kevin at
tiienews9bffiews.com V

DID YOU KNOW?
In the average lifetime, a person
will walk the equivalent of 5
times around the equator.
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Program provides
Alaska whalers
with 'float coats'

Oregon road
washes out, forces
residents to walk

Detroit police look
for man suspected
of raping seven

ANCHORAGE. Alaska
- Bowhead whale hunters in
Alaska's northern seas have
traditionally worn white as camouflage on the coastal ice. forgoing the use of personal flotation
devices because they've been
unavailable in white - until now

ZIGZAG. Ore (AP)-Heavy
rain and runoff from melting
snow swelled a river across a road
near Mount Hood, washing it out
and forcing residents to evacuate
on foot.

DETROIT-Detectivesare
searching for a man who they
believe sexually assaulted seven
women since New Year's Day and
tried to attack another. Detroit s
police chief said Monday

The Oregonian reported a
fire department sent teams
on foot and all-terrain vehicles
Monday to reach people in 50
to 40 homes cut off when the
river washed out Lolo Pass Road
Sunday night near the town of
Zigzag.

The first attack happened
before dawn on Jan. 1, and
the most recent attack happened at 2 40 a m Thursday,
hours before volunteers hit the
streets to warn women and to
circulate a sketch of the suspect. Chief Ralph Godbee said
at a news conference.

When the subsistence whaling
season arrives this spring. Alaska
Native hunters from coastal villages will be outfitted with white
"float coats" through a safety
program that made its debut
last year
It's the result of efforts by the
Coast Guard, the Alaska Native
Tribal Health Consortium and a
British Columbia-based company
that makes flotation and extremeclimate protection products

The National Weather
Service says as much as 6 to 10
inches of rain fell in about 24
hours in the Sandy River drainage while an additional 2 inches
of snow melted on the flanks of
Mount Hood

The coats have a nylon shell
and a buoyant foam filling
that offers protection from the
Arctic's frigid conditions.

KGW-TV reported the river
appeared to have changed
course when it washed out
the road.

Bowhead whales are an essential food source for the region's
Native communities, who view
hunting them as a cornerstone of
their cultural identity.

Houses in the area were also
without power. Most of them are
vacation homes.

Bill Clinton
to campaign
in Chicago for
Emanuel
CHICAGO (AP)-Chicago
mayoral candidate Rahm
Emanuel is getting a high-profile
boost from one of his old bosses,
former President Bill Clinton.
Clinton is scheduled to appear
Tuesday at a rally for Emanuel in
Chicago. A former top Clinton
aide. Emanuel is one of six candidates vying to replace the retinng
Mayor Richard Daley
Clinton's upcoming visit
stirred controversy last month
when Congressman Danny
Davis, who was then running
for mayor, said Clinton could
jeopardize his relationship with
the black community if he campaigned for Emanuel instead of
a black candidate.

"We don't want people to be
gripped by fear. We're not going
to let this monster cripple us."
Godbee said.
The suspect is described as
black, in his 30s and about 5 feet
9 inches tall. All of the victims are
black, and they range in age from
17 to 53 years old. the chief said

Shortly after that. Davis
dropped out of the mayor's race
and only one major black candidate remains, former U.S. Sen
Carol Moseley Braun.

All of the attacks happened
about five miles from downtown
Detroit, and in most cases, the
victims were waiting for a bus
or walking to or from a bus stop,
Godbee said.
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Husband discusses
Giffords' progress
in interview

Washington state
bird-watcher sees
his stolen van

TUCSON. Anz (AP)-Rep
Gabrielle Giffords' husband
says she s doing so well that
she insisted on giving him a 10minute neck massage from her
hospital bed.

PORT ANGELES. Wash (AP)
- While Devan Miller was bird
watching recently on Olympic
Peninsula, he saw bald eagles,
kingfishers, woodpeckers and his
stolen Volkswagen Vanagon

In an interview with ABC s
Diane Sawyer that will air
Tuesday, astronaut Mark Kelly
says the gesture shows that his
wife is improving and that her
spirit and their personal bond
remain strong.

Miller told The Peninsula Daily
News the van was so badly damaged he almost didn't recognize
it The top and side panels had
been cut off and the dashboard
ripped apart

Kelly told Sawyer that he
reminded Giffords she's m intensive care and needed her rest.
But the act was typical for her to
look out for others.
Kelly also said he would be
willing to meet with the parents
of suspect Jared Loughner. who
is accused of trying to assassinate Giffords. The attack
wounded her and 12 others and
killed six.

Clallam County detectives
took lingerprints, but Miller
has little hope of finding whoever took the van from his Port
Angeles driveway in November
The engine and transmission
were intact when he spotted
the van Jan 2 in woods near
the Elwha River Miller was able
to drive it eight miles to an
auto sales yard, which is giving him credit toward another
Volkswagen

Clinton is a popular draw
on the campaign trail and
was in Chicago before the
November election.

-Ed White (AP)

-Rachel D'Oro(AP)

Kings peace legacy praised after Ariz, shootings
MLKs words of nonviolence, tolerance and compassion still ring throughout the United States
By Errln Hainn
The Associated Press

ATLANTA — The Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr.'s legacy as a
preacher of peace and tolerance was landed Monday as
Americans marked his memorial day just over a week after
the shootings in Arizona that
killed IS people and seriously
wounded a congresswoman.
Attorney Cieneral Hric I lolder,
speaking at King's former
church in Atlanta, praised him
as "our nation's greatest drum
major of peace" and said the
Ian. 8 bloodshed was a call to
recommit to King's values of
nonviolence, tolerance, compassion and justice.
"Last week a senseless rampage in lucson reminded us
that more than 40 years after
Dr. King's own tragic death, our
struggle to eradicate violence
and to promote peace goes on,"
I lolder said.
President Barack Obama,
in Washington, said part of
King's legacy was about ser■pj

r"^

■■

vice and urged Americans to
get out into their communities — a step he suggested
would have special meaning
following the shootings.
"After a painful week where
so many of us were focused on
the tragedy, it's good for us to
remind ourselves of what this
country is all about," he told
reporters as he and first lady
Michelle Obama took part in a
painting project at a school on
Capitol Hill.
National and local politicians joined members of the
King family at Kbenezer Baptist
Chureh in Atlanta to mark what
would have been the civil rights
icon's H2nd birthday. Members
of the King family also laid a
wreath at the tombs of King and
his widow, Coretta Scott King,
on the 25th anniversary of the
federal holiday established to
honor the 1964 Nobel Peace
Prizewinner.
Rep, lohn Lewis of Georgia,
who worked with King during the civil rights movement,
issued a renewed call for
Americans to unite in peace

our children need to see is us
sitting together," Warnock said.
In Philadelphia, hundreds
of volunteers including Mayor
Michael Nutter helped refurbish computers for needy residents as part of the city's "day
of service" events to mark the
King holiday.
"The computer is your passport, not only to the future
but to knowing what's going
around you," Nutter said. The
effort was part of the $25 million federally funded Freedom
Rings Partnership, which aims
to deliver 5,000 computers over
the next few years to people in
the city, where 41 percent of
residents lack Internet access.
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and love as King preached during his lifetime.
'If Dr. King could speak to
us today, he would tell us that it
does not matter how much we
disapprove of another persons
point of view, there is never a
reason to deny another human
being the respect he or she
deserves," I,ewis said.
The Rev. Raphael VVarnock,
pastor of l-benezer, called for
members of Congress to show
solidarity during the State
of the Union Address this
month. Quoting the Bible and
Abraham Ijncoln, Warnock
said, "A house divided against
itself cannot stand."
"Maybe after Arizona what

Never settle for less."*
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"The [other] moms were so jealous because Jeremy was that way."
- Diane Foster, mother of Jeremy Foster, on his affection toward his mother [see story, pg. 1).
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If you could create a service project, what would it be?
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Not every religious extremist means harm

Football regulations ensure that
all have fair job options

Media, secular mantras instill fear of different religious ideologists
By Matrww D.-.voli
al all times and sweep awn

imnisl

Rooney Rule tries to eliminate racism, not provide special treatment
"All
By KVvin Mutpliy
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CHICAGO (AP)-Chicago
iididate Rahm
' ;HJ a high-profile
boost from one of his old bosses,
former President Bill Clinton

Clintons upcoming visit
. rsy last month
when Congressman Danny
.-.■ho was then running
for mayor, said Clinton could
hip with
the black commui
paigned for Emanuel instead of
1
1 ■ ■ I lite.

ster cripple us."

ndyRtv)

Husband discusses
Giffords' progress
in interview
rUCSON. Ariz (AP)-Rep.

Clinton is scheduled to appear
. t! a rally for Emanuel tn
A formei top C
one of sot candidates vying to replace the retiring
Richard Daley.

guppedby fear Were MM:
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Bill Clinton
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in Chicago for
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was in Chicago before the
November election.

-Ed White (AP)

King's peace legacy praised after Ariz, shootings

■II

MLK's words of nonviolence, tolerance and compassion still ring throughout the United States
By Errin Haines
Ttie A^r.<

i »t

!

ATLANTA
[lie Rev. Martin
I inhci KinH Ir.'s IpRacj as .1
preachei of peace and tolerance was lauded Mmidav as
Americans marked his memo
rial day jusl ovei a week aftei
the --(IOIliinj^x in Arizona thai
killed fi people and seriously
wounded a congresswDman
Am 111 n". 1 .<-iK-i.il 1 -■ ii Holder,
speaking at King's Formei
church m Atlanta, praised him
as "our nation's greatest drum
major of peace" and said the
Ian. 11 bloodshed was a call to
recommit to King's values of
nonviolence, tolerance, compassion and justice.
"Last week a senseless ram
pane in iucson reminded us
thai more than 10 years aftei
Dr. King's own tragic death, out
struggle in eradicate violence
and to promote peace nix--. 1 m
Holder said.
President Barack Obama,
in Washington, said pan ol
Kings legacy was about ser-

vice .md urged Americans to
gel mil into their communities - a step he suggested
would have special meaning
following the shootings.
"Afta a painful week where
so many of us were focused on
the tragedy, it's good fin us to
remind ourselves of what this
country is all about," he mid
reporters as he and first lady
Michelle Obama took part in a
painting projei 1.11 a si hool on
Capitol Hill.
National and local politicians joined members ol the
Kingfamilyat Ebenezet Baptist
Uiurih in Atlanta to made whal
would have been the civil rights
icon's 82nd birthday. Members
HI the King family also laid a
wreathat the tombs of King and
liis widow, (lorcrta Scott King.
on the 25th anniversary of the
federal holiday established to
honor the 1964 Nobel Peace
Prizewinner,
Hep. luliii lewis of Georgia,
who worked with King dui
ing the 1 nil rights movement,
issued a renewed call for
Americans to unite in peace
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our children need to see is us
silting together," Wamodk said.
In Philadelphia, hundreds
ol volunteers including Mayor
Michael Nutter helped refurbish computers loi needy resj
dents as pan of the city's day
of service' events to mark the
King holiday.
"I he compute) is yoiii passport, not only io the future
Inn to knowing what's going
around you. Nutter said. The
effort was part of the $25 million federally funded Freedom
Rings Partnership, which aims
to deliver 5,000 computers ova
the next Feu years to people in
the city, where II percent of
residents lack Internet access,

lease in lodenyanoihei human

being the respect he or she
deserves," 1 ewissakL
Hie Rev Raphael U'arnock.
pasioi of Ebenezer, called Im
members 1 >i (Ii n igress 10 sin iw
solidarity during the State
of the Union Address this
month, Quoting the Bible and
Abraham Lincoln, Warnock
said. "A house divided against
itself cannot stand."
"Maybe aftei Arizona whal
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hurry, the offer expires February 15, 2011.
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Kent State defeats BG, snaps 15-game win streak
couple missed layups."
After Chrissy Steffen's layup
didn't fall with just under five
seconds left in the game, Humes
The streak is over.
Led by Kent State senior guard came up with the rebound and
|,mill,Hi Humes' game-high lfi was fouled — sending her to the
points, the Culden Hashes held free-throw line for a one-and-one
the H(i women's basketball team opportunity.
Humes, however, missed the
to its lowest point total of the season Saturday in a 44-43 win at the free throw and Maggie Ilennegan
MAC. Center — ending the lalcons' grabbed the rebound, allowing the
Falcons a final chance for a last sec
15-game winning streak.
Kent Slate, now 13-3 overall ond heave.
After a few dribbles. Tracy Pontius
and 1-0 in Ihe Mid-American
Conference, takes over sole launched a shot from lit i's own end
possession of first place in the of the court, which bounced off the
right side of the rim.
MAC East.
"You can't imagine how many
BG drops to 15-2 and 3-1 in the
MAC as the loss was just its first limes Tracy Pontius throws in
since a (>3-(>2 setback at Hvansvillc half court shots in practice.
Miller said. "It would not have
on Nov. 12.
"I'm disappointed with the loss, hut shocked any of us if it went in
I think it's a great learning lesson," because she is very, very talented
sai.l BG coach Curt Miller. "A lot of at that."'
Lauren 1'rochaska led the
credit goes to Kent State's defense
Falcons with 13 points, but shot
and ihe way they pressured us.
"We didn't have anything easy just under 29 percent for the
all night. We lei a few opportuniSee STREAK! Page 7
ties slip by down the stretch on a
By Paul B.irney
Sports Editor

\NOMA (EHl
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I the Falcons with 15 points Saturday ll

[Stall

SPORTS
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Hockey swept in Bergerons first
trip to Miami as BG head coach
Robert
Shea

I lir lit i hockey team i ontinued
Us recent trend of low goal outputs ,is ii v.,is swept In Miami
mil the weekend.
Ihe

Falcons

i i" i rollegiate
goallndryin i S-l bis
to Miami

i7-17-2. 2-14-2

Central Collegiate
I im ki\
\ssni i.iiinn sc ored one goal in
both games .> I and l-l losses
extending their conference win
i ikto 11 games [twasalso
the fourth consecutive game
in which BG mustered onl)

Andrew
Hammond
.topped 29 of
52 shots in a i-\ loss
Saturday

one goal

Friday night, tin- Falcons'
offense was nut able to mount high
quality scoring chances against
the Hedllawks, as they were held
scoreless the tiisi 5 I minutes of
ihe game.
Ontheothei hand,theRedl lawks
capitalized on Iheii scoring oppoi
tunnies, scoring five times on 28
shots against Mi k Eno,
With the Falcons down 5-0 in the
third period. Robert Shea scored
his liist collegiate goal with six
minutes to go in the game to get
BGon the board.
I he Falcons struggled on the
powei play in ihe game, going 0-9

with the man advantage.
tin Saturday, the Falcons
came out stronger, getting the
first goal of the game just live
minutes into Ihe first period.
Andrew Wallace scored Ihe goal.

his second ol the season.
I he I alums lead was short lived,
as within six minutes of ihe opening goal, the FakoriS were vie Urn
i/.ed by Miami's licilly Smith Smith
. !io had Iwo goals and two
assMs in the team's previous seiies
this season scored luii eand had
.in assist in ihe period, pacing the
Hedl lawks tn Ihe win.
Despite putting 31 shots on Cody
Reichard in ihe game, ihe Falcons
were unable to score again.
Despite the brief flurry ol goals.
Andrew Hammond played well in
net, stopping 29 of 32 shots for BG.
Reichard started both games In
net for Miami, slopping 19 of 51
sliuls in Hie I wo games.
I he Falcons have a bye this weekend. They will be in action Ian 2H
against Lake Superior at home.

COURT LEADER: Wdon Crawford looks to cieale some offense during BG's 62-53 win against Miami on Sunday.

Track and field begins season with
third place finish in BGSU Challenge
Sophomore leanette Pettigrew
won the 60-meter dash and scored
15 points overall as an individual
as the Hi; Hack and field team finished third ai the BGSU Challenge

on Saturday.
Pettigrew finished the 60-meter
dash in 755 seconds, falling short
of Ihe record by just two nne-hundrelhsol a.second
HI, scored 118 points as a team,
sin passing iwo Mid-American
Conference teams in Miami (112)
and Ball State (58).
Western Michiga n wi in I he BCSU
(Challenge with Hill points.
HC's best performance on the

day came in the long jump, where
ihe Falcons racked up 18 points —
with senioi Hrittani McNeal leading the way for lid (5.63 meiei s
In the high jump, Tatijana
lacobson placed second (1.6m)
behind Hall Stale's Rebecca Lomax

(1.65 meters).
I he falcons placed third in six
other events, featuring Abby Koch
(5000m). McNeal (400m), Heather
Conger (800m), ihe "A" 4x100m
relay team and Ashley Harris
(weight throw and shot put).
BG will travel to Kent state
on Friday for the All-Ohio
Championships.

Notes: Crawford, Falcon bench
provides spark in win over Miami
It was ihe first of eighl assists for Oglesby, who completed ihe highCrawford, who added 10 points and flying dunk and put a spark in the
five steals in BC's 62-53 win against falcons' 10-3 run to close out Ihe
lie was Ihe smallest player on Miami on Sunday, giving the BC first half.
the court, but came up big for men's basketball team a share of the
"ICrawfordl took it to us today,'
Mid-American Gmference Last lead said Miami coach Charlie Coles.
the falcons.
With his team trailing 10-2 with with ihe Hedl lawks and Kent State. "He was the best player on the
15:15 left in the firsl half, 5-foot-6Crawford hit his first three floor. He made our guards run Ihe
Lncfl lordon Crawford checked into shots of the game and exposed other way."
Ihe game and made an Immediate Miami's defense with his ability
impact
dishing out an assist to to find open teammates, includSee NOTES | Page 7
A'uston Calhoun.
ing an alley nop pass to Torian
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor
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Ohio State new No.1 in men's hoops
By Jim O Conn.-ll
The Associated Press

The last time Thad Malta's
Ohio State Buckeyes topped
The Associated Press Top 25,
they reached the national

championship game.
Could the same karma
take place in 2010-11?
"It did happen that way
before and it would he great
for it to happen again." Matta
said Monday, hours after the
Buckeyes replaced Duke at
No. 1. "I'd trade it right now
for better defense. But it's
great for our program."
The Buckeyes (18-0)
moved up one spot to
replace Duke, which was
No. 1 in the preseason Top
25 and the first nine polls of
the regular season, including six weeks as the unanimous pick ol'the (iVn irtnhrr
national media panel.
The Blue Devils' loss at
Florida State on Wednesday
opened the way for the
Buckeyes, who are No. 1
for the third lime in school
history.
Ohio State was No. 1 for
all of 1960-61 and 1WS1-I>2.
a run of 27 straight polls,
and for three weeks at the

end of 2006-07.
This is big for our program and The Ohio State
University," Matta said. "At
Ohio State we're trying to
be the best program we can
be and this is part of that. I
don't know if the players will
wear it as a target. I think we
know how tough it will be to
keep it."
Ohio State, led by )ohn
llavlicek and lerry I.ucas,
won the national championship in 1960 and lost the
title game to Cincinnati in
1961 and 1962.
The Buckeyes, this time
led by (ireg Oden and Mike
Conley |r.. reached the
final four in 2007, losing
to Florida in the championship game.
fill' Buckeyes got as high
as No. 5 last season with
Kvan Turner, the national
player of the year, leading
the way. I le left early for the
NBA draft and is now with
the Philadelphia 76ers.
"I'm glad to see it," he
said of the No. 1 ranking.
"They're doing well and just
playing terrific. I knew they
were going to be really good,
especially with the returning players they had and the

"This is big for our program and The
we're trying to be the best program we

Thad Malta i OSU coach

incoming players they have
now. They paid their dues
over the last three years.
This is perfect."
With West Virginia moving into the poll for the
first time this season, the
Big Bast ties its own record
with nine teams in the lop
25. There were nine Big East
teams ranked for one week
In January 2009.
The Buckeyes received
49 first-place votes Monday.
Kansas, which was No. 1 on
six ballots, and Syracuse,
which got eight first-place
votes, each moved up one
spot to second and third.
Duke, which still received
one first-place vote, dropped
to fourth. Pittsburgh, which
was also No. I on one ballot, San Diego State and
Villanova remained filth
through seventh.
Connecticut. BYU and

From Page 6

Crowd

From Page 6

Crawford's eight assists
tied a career-high he set
against Niagara earlier this
season and his five steals
set a new career high, surpassing his previous high

"The House That Roars"
lived up to its name Sunday
as 2.367 fans were the most in
Anderson Arena since Feb. IB.
2006. when 2.H35 showed up
tt> watch the falcons take on
Wright State.
"That felt great. It brought
me back to my high school
days." Crawford said about
the crowd. "The momentum was on our side. I wish
it was like that every game
because it felt so good. 1
think that was our sixth
man today."

gameasateam.

Bench

Crawford wasn't the only
one who provided a spark off
the bench for the falcons.
Luke
Kraus,
Danny
McHlroy and Oglesby combined for 23 points (9-for17 from the field) as BG's
bench OUtSCOred Miami's
bench 33-4.
"I thought the second group
that we brought into thegame
gave us a huge lift, and they
played falcon basketball,'

Old school

As part of a throwback
game, the Falcons donned
jerseys modeled after the
ones from the early 1960s,
reading "BCD" across the
chest.
"I like them." Kraus said. "We
asked coach if we could wear
them for the rest of the year."

Tens rounded out the lop
10.
fourteen ranked schools
lost last week, including
Purdue, Notre Dame and
Illinois, which each lost
twice.
The other schools moving
into the poll this week are
Minnesota and Michigan
State, both of which were
ranked earlier this season,
and Saint Mary's, Calif.
"It's nice to be recognized," said Saint Mary's
coach Randy Bennett.
"Being ranked in fop 25
polls really demonstrates
the consistency of the program and gives our team
some extra recognition and
publicity, which we appreciate,"
Kansas State, which was
No. 3 in the preseason poll,
Temple, Georgia and UCT
dropped out this week.

STREAK
"Their pressure i^ great
in every position, especially their wing denial,"
Prochaska said. "It was
hard for us to get catches
on the wing. That was a
huge factor."
For Miller, the game
reminded him of a tournament game.
"What reminds me of a
tournament game is that
each and every possession
is big," he said. "No one
had a big lead the whole
night, livery possession
was important, every
possession mattered.
"Both teams didn't want
to be in the 40s but both
teams really dialed in
defensively and tried to
make everything as difficult as possible."
The Falcons have never
been a team to get too

APARTMENT
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high on a win or too low
after a loss.
Miller said he didn't think
his team could go undefeated in the MA('. and is not sure
if any team can go undefeated because "the MAC is too
good, "according to Miller,
Saturday's loss at Kent State,
which was B( Is first loss to the
Golden Flashes in nearly six
years, is not pulling a damper
on the Falcons' goals, however.
"No goals have changed,"
Miller said. "Our goal (liti-
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m PRIZESUDOKU
mately is to pui ourselves in
position to win the confei
ence. Due loss is noi going to
change that.
"We want to be playing
our best basketball come
March, and if this helps us
get ready to continue i"
improve and play our best
basketball in March then
we're getting better.
BG resumes conference
play tonight ai Buffalo with
lipoffal7p.ni
The Bulls are 9-8 this sea
son and 2-2 in the \1 \(

"No goals have
changed. Our goal
ultimately is to put
ourselves in position
to win the conference.
One loss is not going
to change that."
■

Get ready for the EXPO Job and InterriAhip Fair!
StudentA attending the workshop* will receive the
Spring 2011 EXPO Guide, featuring article* on job fair
tipA andprofileA of employer*.
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blogs, archives,
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can be and this is part of that."

said B(i coach Louis Orr. "1
tip my hat to those guys."

"There were openings on
the court and 1 just tried to
make the right decisions
throughout the whole game,"
Crawford said.

2
3
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Selling Your Skills at the Interview
Session offered twice.

Tuesday, January 25,2011
4:30 - 5:30 pm & 5:45 - 6:45 pm • 201A BTSU

INDIVIDUAL RESUME CRITIQUES
Bring a hard copy of your resume for review.

Tuesday, January 25,2011 • First-come, first-served
4:30 - 6:45 pm • 201B BTSU

INTERVIEW SIMULATION
Observe recruiters conducting mock interviews.

Wednesday, January 26,2011
6:30 - 8:00 pm • 206 BTSU Theater

SHOWCASING YOUR EXPERIENCE
Using ePortfolio
Thursday, January 27,2011
4:30 - 5:45 pm • 103 Psychology Building

JOB & INTERNSHIP FAIR

FALCONS VB. Ohi

TueAaay, February 8,2011 • Perry Field Hoiue • 10 am- 3 pm
(Be preparvd to prvAent your BGSU ID)

MESDAY, JANUARY 18
AMDERSflN AREMA

Come out and cheer on the BGSU Men's Basketball team on Wednesday,
January 19 when they take on Mid-American Conference rival Ohio at
7:00pm. Falcon Kid's Club members can bring one friend under the age of
12 to the game for FREE as part of Take a Kid to the Game Night!

OH.flGSU.TICKET flGSUFAlC0NS.COM
iifllOllOD0H31O3
fMMM;) OKIES

INTERVIEW DAY
WedneAday, February g, 2011 - Perry Field HouAe • 8:30 am - 4:15 pm

BGSU

Career Center

318 Math Science* Building ■419-372-2356

hire.bgAu.edu

tionA coming to EXPO,
to your WorkNet account via MyBGSU
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Kent State defeats BG, snaps 15-game win streak
couple missed layups."
After Chrissy Steffen's layup
didn't fall with just under five
seconds left in the game, Humes
The streak is over.
Led by Kent State senior guard came up with the rebound and
Jamilah Humes' game-high 16 was fouled — sending her to the
points, the Golden Flashes held free-throw line for a one-and-one
the ltd women's basketball team opportunity.
Humes, however, missed the
to its lowest point total of the season Saturday in a 44-43 win at the free throw and Maggie Hennegan
MAC. Center — ending the Falcons' grabbed the rebound, allowing the
Falcons a final chance for a last sec15-game winning streak.
Kent State, now 13-3 overall ond heave.
After a few dribbles, Tracy Pontius
and 4-0 in the Mid-American
Conference, takes over sole launched a shot from BG's own end
possession of first place in the of the court, which bounced off the
right side of the rim.
MAC East.
"You can't imagine how many
BG drops to 15-2 and 3-1 in the
MAC as the loss was just its first times Tracy Pontius throws in
since a 63-62 setback at Iivansville half court shots in practice,"
Miller said. "It would not have
on Nov. 12.
"I'm disappointed with the loss, but shocked any of us if it went in
I think it's a great learning lesson," because she is very, very talented
said BG coach Curt Miller. "A lot of at that."
Lauren Prochaska led the
credit goes to Kent State's defense
Falcons with 13 points, but shot
and the way they pressured us.
"We didn't have anything easy just under 29 percent for the
all night. We let a few opportuniSee STREAK | Page 7
ties slip by down the stretch on a
By Paul Barmy
Sports Editor

MDKAFM
EYES UP COURT: Lamm Prochaska looks lor space against Akron last week Prochaska led the Falcons with 15 points Saturday at Kent State

SPORTS
BRIEFS
Hockey swept in Bergerons first
trip to Miami as BG head coach
Robert
The BG hockey team continued
Shea
its recent trend of low goal outputs as it was swept by Miami
Scored Ins tirstcoHeoiate
over the weekend.
goal Friday in a 5-1 loss
I he falcons (7-17-2. 2-14-2
to Miami
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association) scored one goal in
Andrew
both games—5-1 and 3-1 losses—
Hammond
extending their conference winless streak to 11 games. It was also
Goalie stopped 29 ot
the fourth consecutive game
32 shots in a 3-1 loss
in which BG mustered only
Saturday
one goal.
Friday night, the falcons'
offense was ni it able to mount high his second of the season.
The Falcons lead was short-lived,
quality scoring chances against
the Redl lawks, as they were held as within six minutes ol the openscoreless the first 54 minutes of ing goal, the Falcons were victimized by Miami's Reilly Smith Smith
the game.
Ontheotberhand.theRedllawks — who had two goals and two
capitalized on their scoring oppor- ,I-MVIS in the team's previous series
tunities, scoring five times on 2H this season—scored twice and had
an assist in the period, pacing the
shots against Nick Eno.
With the Falcons down 5-0 in the Kedl lawks to the win.
Despite putting 31 shots on Cody
third period, Robed Shea scored
his first collegiate goal with six Reichard in the game, the Falcons
minutes to go in the game to get were unable to score again.
Despite the brief Hurry of goals,
BG on the bond
The Falcons struggled on the Andrew Hammond played well in
power play in the game, going 0-9 net, stopping 20 of 32 shots for BG.
Reichard started both games in
with the man advantage.
On Saturday, the Falcons net for Miami, stopping 49 of 51
came out stronger, getting the shots in the two games.
The Falcons have a bye this weekfirst goal of the game just five
minutes into the first period. end. They will be in action )an. 28
Andrew Wallace scored the goal, against Lake Superior at home.
IYIEH STABILE 1 MBCWW.

COURT LEADER: Jordon Crawford looks to create some offense during BG's 62-55 win against Miami on Sunday.

Track and field begins season with
third place finish in BGSU Challenge
Sophomore leanette Pettigrew
won the 60-meter dash and scored
15 points overall as an individual
as the BG track and field team finished third at the BGSU Challenge
on Saturday.
Pettigrew finished the 60-meter
dash in 7.55 seconds, falling short
of the record by just two one-hundrelhsofasecond.
BG scored 118 points as a team,
surpassing two Mid-American
Conference teams in Miami (112)
and Ball State (58).
Western Michigan won the BGSU
Challenge with 168 points.
BG's best performance on the

FACEBOOK

day came in the long jump, where
the Falcons racked up 18 points —
with senior Brittani McNeal leading the way for BG (5.63 meters).
In the high jump, Tatijana
lacobson placed second (1.6m)
behind Ball State's Rebecca Lomax
(1.65 meters).
The Falcons placed third in six
other events, featuring Abby Koch
(5000m), McNeal (400m), Heather
Conger (800m), the "A" 4x100m
relay team and Ashley Harris
(weight throw and shot put).
BG will travel to Kent state
on Friday for the All-Ohio
Championships.

Notes: Crawford, Falcon bench
provides spark in win over Miami
By Paul Bam.y
Sports Editor

He was the smallest player on
the court, but came up big for
the Falcons.
With his team trailing 10-2 with
15:15 left in the first half, 5-foot-6inch Jordon Crawford checked into
the game and made an immediate
impact — dishing out an assist to
A'uston Calhoun.

It was the first of eight assists for Oglcsby, who completed the highCrawford, who added 10 points and flying dunk and put a spark in the
Five steals in BG's 62-53 win against Falcons' 10-3 run to close out the
Miami on .Sunday, giving the BG first half.
men's basketball team a share of the
"|Crawford| took it to us today,''
Mid-American Conference East lead said Miami coach Charlie Coles.
with the RedHawks and Kent State. "He was the best player on the
Crawford hit his first three floor. He made our guards run the
shots of the game and exposed other way."
Miami's defense with his ability
to find open teammates, includSee NOTES | Page 7
ing an alley-oop pass to Torian
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Ohio State new No.1 in men's hoops
By Jim O'Connell
The Associated Press

The last time Thad Matta's
Ohio State Buckeyes topped
The Associated Press Top 25,
they reached the national
championship game.
Could the same karma
take place in 2010-11?
"It did happen that way
before and it would be great
for it to happen again," Malta
said Monday, hours after t he
Buckeyes replaced Duke at
No. 1. "I'd trade it right now
for better defense. But it's
great for our program."
The Buckeyes (18-0)
moved up one spot to
replace Duke, which was
No. 1 in the preseason Top
25 and the first nine polls of
the regular season, including six weeks as the unanimous pick of the fiS-member
national media panel.
The Blue Devils' loss at
Florida State on Wednesday
opened the way for the
Buckeyes, who arc No. 1
for the third time in school
history.
Ohio State was No. 1 for
all of 1960-61 and 1961-62,
a run of 27 straight polls,
and for three weeks at the

end of 2006-07.
"This is big for our program and The
"This is big for our proOhio State University. At Ohio State
gram and The Ohio State
University," Matta said. "At
we're trying to be the best program we
Ohio State we're trying to
be the best program we can
can be and this is part of that."
be and this is part of that. I
don't knowif the players will
1 had Matta 10SU coach
wear it as a target. I think we
know how tough it will be to
keep it."
incoming players they have Texas rounded out the top
Ohio State, led by John now. They paid their dues 10.
Fourteen ranked schools
Havlicek and lerry Lucas, over the last three years.
lost last week, including
won the national champi- This is perfect."
onship in 1960 and lost the
With West Virginia mov- Purdue, Notre Dame and
title game to Cincinnati in ing into the poll for the Illinois, which each lost
twice.
first time this season, the
1961 and 1962.
The other schools moving
The Buckeyes, this time Big East ties its own record
led by Greg Oden and Mike with nine teams in the Top into the poll this week are
Conley Jr., reached the 25. There were nine Big East Minnesota and Michigan
Final Four in 2007, losing teams ranked for one week State, both of which were
to Florida in the champion- in January 2009.
ranked earlier this season,
The Buckeyes received and Saint Mary's, Calif.
ship game.
"It's nice to be recogThe Buckeyes got as high 49 first-place votes Monday.
as No. 5 last season with Kansas, which was No. 1 on nized." said Saint Mary's
Evan lurner, the national six ballots, and Syracuse, coach Randy Bennett.
player of the year, leading which got eight first-place "Being ranked in Top 25
the way. He left early for the votes, each moved up one polls really demonstrates
the consistency of the proNBA draft and is now with spot to second and third.
Duke, which still received gram and gives our team
the Philadelphia 76ers.
some extra recognition and
"I'm glad to see it," he
one first-place vote, dropped
said of the No. 1 ranking. to fourth. Pittsburgh, which publicity, which we appre"They're doing well and just was also No. 1 on one bal- ciate."
Kansas State, which was
playing terrific. I knew they lot, San Diego State and
were going to be really good, Villanova remained fifth No. 3 in the preseason poll.
Temple, Georgia and UCI
especially with the return- through seventh.
Connecticut, BYU and dropped out this week.
ing players they had and the

STREAK

said BG coach Louis Orr. "I
tip my hat to those guys."

NOTES
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Crowd

Crawford's eight assists
tied a career-high he set
against Niagara earlier this
season and his five steals
set a new career high, surpassing his previous high
of three.
"There were openings on
the court and I just tried to
make the right decisions
throughout the whole game,"
Crawford said.

"The House That Roars"
lived up to its name Sunday
as 2,367 fans were the most in
Anderson Arena since Feb. 18,
2006, when 2,835 showed up
to watch the Falcons take on
Wright State.
"That felt great. It brought
me back to my high school
days," Crawford said about
the crowd. "The momentum was on our side. I wish
it was like that every game
Bench
because it felt so good. I
Crawford wasn't the only think that was our sixth
one who provided a spark off man today."

the bench for the Falcons.
Luke
Kraus,
Danny
McElroy and Oglesby combined for 23 points (9-for17 from the field) as BG's
bench outscored Miami's
bench 33-4.
"1 thought the second group
that we brought into the game
gave us a huge lift, and they
played Falcon basketball,"

Do you want
to see

game as a team.
"Their pressure is great
in every position, especially their wing denial."
Prochaska said. "It was
hard for us to get catches
on the wing. That was a
huge factor."
For Miller, the game
reminded him of a tournament game.
"What reminds me of a
tournament game is that
each and every possession
is big," he said. "No one
had a big lead the whole
night, Every possession
was important, every
possession mattered.
"Both teams didn't want
to be in the 40s but both
teams really dialed in
defensively and tried to
make everything as difficult as possible."
The Falcons have never
been a team to get too

Old school
As part of a throwback
game, the Falcons donned
jerseys modeled after the
ones from the early 1960s,
reading "BGU" across the
chest.
"I like them," Kraus said. "We
asked coach if we could wear
them for the rest of the year."
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"No goals have
changed, Our goal
ultimately is to put
ourselves in position
to win the conference.
One loss is not going
to change that"
Curl Millet I BG coach
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high on a win or too low mately is to put ourselves in
after a loss.
position to win the conferMiller said he didn't think ence. One loss is not going to
his team could go undefeat- change that.
ed in the MAC and is not sure
"We want to be playing
if any team can go undefeat- our best basketball come
ed because "the MAC is too March, and if this helps us
good," according to Miller.
get ready to continue to
Saturday's loss at Kent State, improve and play our best
which was BG's first loss to the basketball in March then
Golden Flashes in nearly six we're getting better."
BG resumes conference
years, is not putting a damper
on the Falcons' goals, how- play tonight at Buffalo with
ever.
tipoffat7p.m.
"No goals have changed,"
The Bulls arc 9-8 this seaMiller said. "Our goal ulti- son and 2-2 in the MAC.

VILLAGE

* Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 •
* Apartments Available *
* Semester Leases •
• Minutes from BGSU»
* Pet friendly community *
• Heat included*

blogs, archives,
polls and
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Selling Your Skills at the Interview
Session offered twice.

Tuesday, January 25,2011
4:30 - 5:30 pm & 5:45 - 6:45 pm • 201A BTSU

INDIVIDUAL RESUME CRITIQUES
Bring a hard copy of your resume for review.

Tuesday, January 25,2011 • First-come, first-served
4:30-6:45 pm-201B BTSU

INTERVIEW SIMULATION
Observe recruiters conducting mock interviews.

Wednesday, January 26,2011
6:30 - 8:00 pm • 206 BTSU Theater

SHOWCASING YOUR EXPERIENCE
Using ePortfolio
Thursday, January 27,2011
4:30 - 5:45 pm • 103 Psychology Building

JOB & INTERNSHIP FAIR

FALCONS vs. Ohi
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Come out and cheer on the BGSU Men's Basketball team on Wednesday,
January 19 when they take on Mid-American Conference rival Ohio at
7:00pm. Falcon Kid's Club members can bring one friend under the age of
12 to the game for FREE as part of Take a Kid to the Game Night)

V17.AGSU.TICKET

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK
SEARCH: BG WARRIORS'

flGSUFJII.COIIS.COM

Tuesday, February 8,2011 • Perry Field Hou*e • 10 am - 3 pm
(Be prepared to present your BGSU ID)

INTERVIEW DAY

Wednesday. February <j, 2011 • Perry Field Hotue • 8:30 am ■ 4:15 pm

BGSU

Career Center

hire.bgAu.edu

For an up-to-date liAt of organixationA coming to EXPO,
log in to your WorkNet account via My&GSU.
\
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The Daily Crossword Fix
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EU sees problems
with Hungarian
media law

YJ\ \\\

8 slain in drug
shootout near
Mexico City

Mexico State Attorney
General Alfredo Castillo said
drug dealers who once worked
together are fighting over
control of the La Esperanza
neighborhood in the city of
Nezahualcoyotl

According to the July 2008
cable released Sunday by
WikiLeaks. Colom told thenambassador James Derham
that Menchu was "widely
disliked by Guatemalan indigenous people" and cited her
poor results in the 2007 presidential election as proof

There are concerns it will be
used against media critical of
Prime Minister Viktor Orban's
center-right government, and the
law has come under international
criticism.
EU Digital Affairs
Commissioner Neelie Kroes told
EU parliamentarians late Monday
that there are "specific points
on which the media law does
not appear at first sight to be
satisfactory

State investigators said in a
statement that gunmen arrived
in three cars at a house in the
gritty neighborhood and opened
fire on a group of people gathered there on Sunday.

Colom also supposedly said
she was partly responsible for
inciting indigenous resistance to
construction of a cement factory.

Turf battles between drug cartels have left more than 30.000
people dead since December
2006 but the capital has been
spared of the violence.

Menchu became an influential
human rights advocate alter the
1983 publication of "1. Rigoberta
Menchu." written by French
anthropologist Elizabeth Burgos.

Kroes mentioned how it could
affect foreign broadcasters in
Hungary and raised the problem
of a level playing field in assessing media freedom.

In 1992. Menchu was awarded
the Nobel peace prize for her
work defending indigenous
peoples around the world

Because it was an initial
assessment, she did not
elaborate.

Check us out online at:
mw.bgvievfs.com
1 BR apt. 854 8th St. S400/mo i
elec w/ S400 security dep
No pets. Call 419-392-3354
1 or 2 roommates needed in May
to share large 3 BR furnished
house w/ yard Next to campus .
$366 67-$550/mo + util.
Call Brad at 419-308-7763.
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11 -12 sy. few houses remain,
next to campus, 419-3530325
also see CartyRentals com
Alsol &2 BR apts. avail 1/1/11

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to S300/day
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 X174.

2 BR apt, half block from BGSU,
S600/mo, elec & gas incl, unfurn.
Avail 5/5/11-5/10/12.
Call 419-601-3108.

Awesome summer |ob in Maine!
If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while
you work, and make lifelong
Inends. then look no further
Camp Mataponl a children's
summer camp, has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball, softball, volleyball, field hockey).
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
waterskiing, life guarding, WSI,
boat drivers). Ropes Course,
Tennis. H B Riding. Arts S Crafts,
Theater, Dance, Gymnastics,
Video, Photography. Nurses.
Maintenance, Cooking and more
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. Call us today at
561 -748-3684 or apply online at
www campmataponi.com.
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1 S 2BR apt, Free Heat & Water'
S99 deposit special!
Pet Friendly1 419-353-7715
www.varsitysguareapts.com
2 BR • 404 1/2 S College.
S675/mo ♦ utilities. A/C, W/D incl.
Avail Aug. Call 419-352-6948
1 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville,
next to water tower
Call 419-352-5239
2, 3 & 4BR apts and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th St.
Avail May & August 2011
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley.com
2BR house, near campus.
S750/mo. avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882
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1 Adam's second son
2 Refrain syllables
3 Mouse catcher
4 Golfer Palmer
5 Showing shame
6 Brand over spaghetti
7 Brand under the sink
8 Spanish toast
9 Part of USA
10 4.0, for one: Abbr.
11 Minnesota-based dairy
cooperative
12 Pulitzer author Sinclair
13 Relaxed
21 Angle iron
22 NBAs
Ming
26 Glittery mineral
27 Breaker at the shore
28 People magazine
focus
29 Like that's going to
work!"
30 Romeo or Juliet, e.g.
31 Christian's dresses?
35 Coagulate, as blood
37 Lima's country
38 Get ready, briefly
40 British peer
42 Like a stroller at the
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ACROSS
1 Where many knots are tied
6 Tabula . : blank slate
10 Elmer's product
14 Ballerina's rail
15 In : stuck
16 Bear with too-hot porridge
17 Twisty-horned antelope
'8 Powerful wind
19 Tiny army marchers
20 Comfortable situation to live in.
with "the"
23 Anonymous Jane
24 Research facility
25 Songwriter Neil
27 A deuce used as an ace. say
32 Store, as a hose
33 -Much
About Nothing"
34 Beethoven s Third
36 Li'l Abner's creator Al
39 Went to the polls
41 Cyberchuckle. and a hint to this
puzzle's four longest answers

42 Cake maker
43 "Born Free" lioness
44 Romeo and Juliet" city
46 Before, to Shakespeare
47 Free Willy" critter
49 Turns on. as an engine
51 What mirrors do
54 Golfer's support
55 Dot-com's address
56 Low-paying but rewarding
pro|ect
62 Very dry, as Champagne
64 Musical quality
65
but wiser
66 Nuts
67 Ending for exist
68 Leaves out
69 Actress Sommer
70 Nut, e.g.
71 Past or present

shore, shoewise
44 Moves out
45 Peacekeeping gp.
since 1949
48 Animation collectible
50 "Out with it!"
51 Moscow money
52 Filmdom's Flynn
53 Steakhouse steak
57 Grimm beginning
58 Oboe or bassoon
59 Chief Norse god
60 Docs for doggies and
dogies
61 Gaelic language
63 Stubbed digit
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

3 bedroom 1 bath apt,
recently updated, small pets OK.
619 High St. Call 419-308-3525

4 S 5BR houses w/ 2 baths
on Pike St
Call 419-352-5239.

3 BR house, 404 S College.
S625/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850.

AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St
1 & 2 BR apt free internet.
low as 199/mo, see CartyRentals.
all next to campus 353-0325.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

311 Ridge - 3 BR house,
available Fall 2011.
Call 419-352-5882
3BR apt. near campus/downtown
S950/mo. utils. incl. avail 08/2011.
Call 419-352-5882
5BR. 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus. S1100/mo.
Avail for 11-12 sy- year lease
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

Avail August 2011 3 BR houses,
excellent cond.close to BGSU
812 3rd St • $800/mo.
832 3rd St - $850/mo.
606 5th St - S800/mo.
112ClaySt-$800/mo.
118ClaySt-S950/mo.
218 Dill St - $1,000/mo.
3BR apt-443 N Enterprise-S550.
1BR apt -112 Ridge • $325/mo.
Call 419-308-2456 for more info
Highland Management
Now leasing lor 2011-2012 sy.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Call 419-354-6036, M-F
bghighlandmgmt.com

HOUSES. HOUSES, HOUSES
Rent reduced-remaining houses
500 Lehman. 419-352-6064.
wwwfroboserentals.com
Large 1BR. near campus,
Avail Fall 2011, $475/mo,
utils incl Call 419-352-5882
Lrg 4BR house. 149 Prospect St,
W/D hook up, close to campus,
avail. July 15, $1100/mo +u«l,
Call 419-353-1556
May houses - close to campus:
145«248Troup-3BR,
201 8 1/2 S College - 5 BR.
128 4 1/2 S Summit-6 BR,
Call 419-308-0736 for full listings

2 Weeks

Campus Location r-~
1432 Wooster St.

FREE

8064267

Tanning
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Bee Gee Shopping Center
1062 N. Main

Versa "Spa

352-9055
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appointments or walk-ins welcome
haircuts, color, corrective color,
perms, facial waxes, manicures

mmmnm

Jr-l('| Moulder A imWif*,

843-2055

I

382-5055

475-9855

Sylvania

841-5055

www.tanprouM.com
M6-TANPR01
■ .] MA ~

'Uj limited"
Tanning

I Spring Meadows IPerrysburg/Rosslord

866-8655

874-6455
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1616 E Wooster
419.352.2107
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Donate plasma at BioLife Plasma
Services. You receive money, get time
for studying, and best of all give life to
patients in need!
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For Rent
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3 BR house.unfurn.139 S College
S1200 /mo. inclds gas. dep. req.
Avail 5/15/11, year lease
Call 419-348-3134

For Rent

419-372-6977
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TOLUCA. Mexico (AP)
- Police said eight people have
died in a shootout among drug
dealers in a poor suburb of
Mexico City.

GUATEMALA CITY (AP)
— A newly leaked U.S. diplomatic
cable says Guatemalan President
Alvaro Colom described Nobel
Peace Prize laureate Rigobetta
Menchu as a "fabrication" of a
French anthropologist.

The law greatly expands the
state s power to monitor and
penalize private news outlets.

1
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Colom calls
Menchu 'a
fabrication'

STRASBOURG, France (AP)
- The European Union said an
initial assessment indicates that
Hungary s new media law might
not meet all EU standards.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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OIL CHANGE

SCHEDULE YOUR DONATION TODAY AT WWW.BI0LIFEPLASMA.COM
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BONUS COUPON
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343 S. Main $725
123 E. Merry $715
127 E. Merry $700
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Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

j

• Three bedroom houses
• Close to downtown

